shift focus from new mobile applications to the energy consumption of mobile displays. It is well known that the display is a substantial consumer of energy in mobile devices. In this work, Dong and Zhong explore the energy tradeoffs of OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode) displays, which require no backlight but may be expensive in terms of energy to display bright images. Their answer is a system that targets web browsing to transform the colors of images in real time, shifting them from pixel values that are energyexpensive to alternative choices that are legible yet less expensive in terms of energy. An evaluation with a prototype and field trials shows both the potential to significantly extend battery life and a system that is valued by users.
For the last paper of the set, we return to classic problems of mobile communications. In "Avoiding the Rush Hours: WiFi Energy Management via Traffic Isolation," Justin Manweiler and Romit Roy Choudhury explore the latest in a series of designs to lower the amount of energy that mobile devices need to spend to communicate via 802.11. Standard techniques for power saving (such as 802.11 Power Save Mode) are assumed as a baseline. The problem is that the ever higher density of 802.11 APs (access points) tends to increase power consumption even with traditional power-saving designs. This is because clients will have to share the channel with a larger number of other clients and APs, and hence remain in an active state for longer periods of time to receive a burst of power save mode packets. Manweiler and Choudhury tackle this problem by decorrelating the cycles of overlapping APs, thus allowing the clients of one AP to sleep while the clients of another AP are awake. When prototyped and tested on real mobile applications, this design can greatly reduce the energy needed to power the network interface.
We trust you will enjoy these papers.
